Illustrations We started by brainstorming about the knack of experienced learners, considering the curriculum of our faculties and campus life. Then, we discussed the ideal acts to realize individual creative learning and community development. After that, we described the core parts of patterns: pattern name, problem and solution.
Pattern Mining To discover embodied patterns in the activities within the target community.
We moved on to make three patterns as prototypes. At the same time, we decided the concrete form of our pattern language: Pattern Number, Pattern Name, Introduction, Illustration, Context, Problem, Forces, Solution, Actions, and Related Patterns.
Pattern Prototyping To make a few patterns in full format, in order to clarify and share the vision of nal product.
We edited the catalog, cosidering readability for university students and usability in daily campus life.
Catalog Editing To made and edited the pattern catalog, including cover design, books recommendation, and index.
Each member takes charge of some patterns, and we spent six hours a week to improve the patterns through writer's workshop. Taking them home, we rewrite the patterns.
Pattern Writing To write up all patterns, and to improve them through Writer' s Workshop inside the project. We made e ort to organize 40 patterns into a whole inter-connected system. Sometimes, we discuss and change the pattern name and key message of patterns, considering the role of the pattern in the whole pattern language.
Language Organizing To clarify the relations among patterns, and make the whole well-organized. 
